Discover Culinary Artistry.

STRONG BRAND
Brands provide orientation, create identity and set welcome markers which
consumers can trust in the storm of communication experienced in an increasingly
digitised world.
This applies to the GEFU brand too, of course. It stands for innovative products, top
quality, reliability, sustainable customer benefit, and for the pleasure of cooking and
the enjoyment of food. The GEFU brand can be trusted always and everywhere by
customers, traders, business partners and employees. This is how it has been, is now
and will continue to be.

FORGE OF IDEAS
Eslohe in Sauerland. This is where the GEFU success story began 75 years ago. The brand name
is also reminiscent of the Funke brothers who founded the company in 1943. At that time, they
produced potato peelers, graters, presses and strainers made of stainless steel. Since then, GEFU has
continually developed further and now offers its customers a wide range of exclusive and practical
design objects for the modern kitchen. The ideas for these arise in the company’s headquarters,
which was inaugurated in 2017 and whose pioneering architecture continues to serve as a visible
sign of GEFU brand creativity.

SUCCESS STORY
The high-quality kitchen tools from GEFU are recognisable by their excellent functionality,
first-class quality and a design which users find emotionally appealing. They are easy to use,
reliable in application, and they feel and look good. This attractive combination is not only
appreciated by Germany’s culinary artists; it also ensures increasing numbers of satisfied
customers internationally and rising sales figures all over the world.
The long-established company from Eslohe has meanwhile become a leading successful brand in
the kitchen area. The product range is continually expanded in order to continue to ensure dynamic
growth. At this stage, the GEFU collection already has over 500 kitchen tools which are exported to
55 countries. New countries and markets will follow.

Creative Head. “I have been with GEFU for 40
years. I started here in 1977, going straight from
school into working life, as was usual at the time.
I have always liked this work, even from the time
of my apprenticeship to become a toolmaker.
I particularly enjoy the search for creative solutions
and the required love of detail. Over the course
of the years, I became sales manager, managing
director and later the majority shareholder at
GEFU. In 2009, I took over the company completely.
Although my diary has been even fuller since then,
I make sure that there is still always enough time
for my passions: developing ideas and working on
new, exciting products.“

SPIRELLI®
GEFU’s most successful product. Over three million of the different
spiral slicer models, which can conjure up endless beautiful
vegetable and fruit spirals in a jiffy, have been sold all over the world.

Rudolf Schillheim
Owner of GEFU GmbH

FLOTTE LOTTE®
For over 50 years now, the range has included the FLOTTE LOTTE®
food mill and it is still the most well-known product from GEFU.
The FLOTTE LOTTE® is ideal for preparing children’s food, making
mashed potatoes and preserving fruit and vegetables.

Out of the drawer! Kitchen tools used to be tidied away
into the drawer after use or hidden in a cupboard. This is not
very likely to happen to GEFU products because they are
simply too attractive. They are nice to look at and pleasant to
hold and are therefore used a lot more often.
When searching for new ideas, GEFU designers are inspired
by design trends from very different areas, “for example“,
from new car models, furniture trends or current fashion.
The best choice of the different materials out of which a
product is made plays an important role as early as in the
idea-finding phase so that all components will harmonise
perfectly together.

DESIGN IS
WHATEVER
PLEASES
THE EYE..

DESIGN WITH CHARACTER
“ Design is not just what
it looks like and feels like.
Design is how it works.“
Steve Jobs

Elegant, functional design and love of detail are given top priority at
GEFU. The passion for this can be felt throughout the entire development
team. The idea for a new product usually begins with a spontaneous idea
and the first, rough freehand sketches. These give rise to new trains of
thought and new drawings again and again, not only in the office but also
at home and on the road. Sometimes even on beer coasters.

This creative process can take weeks or sometimes even months. After all,
the team is not only interested in function and attractiveness but in imbuing
each product with its own character, that certain something which gives
every customer the secure feeling of having chosen precisely the right
kitchen tool.

The ideas for new products always emerge on location at GEFU. In the
next step, the drafts are handed on to the company’s creative partner, the
renown Berlin design office invivo. In co-operation with invivo, unique
kitchen tools are designed, many of which already have national and international
patents to protect them from being copied.

CREATIVE PARTNERS

GEFU has already been working closely and successfully with the team
around Dennis Becker and Chrisoph Wiehle at invivodesign for many
years. The creative Berlin designers bring the ideas and concepts from Eslohe
to life on the computer, in model construction and per 3D printer.
After that, each step is checked carefully to ensure that the proportions are
right, the materials are suitable, that it feels good and everything functions
the way it was envisaged by the inventors. As soon as the first prototype is
finished, the process continues with fine work and the adjustment of even the

tiniest details. Only when everything harmonises precisely and looks perfect,
may the idea become a product at last. One or more years go by before this
stage is reached.
The patience, the creative ambition and the attention to detail pay off later
because they ensure that the invivo design team not only succeeds in ensuring
that GEFU kitchen tools function perfectly but that they are design objects
which belong in every modern kitchen.

EXCELLENT
Perfect functioning, high quality, first-class design and palpable emotion: the four cornerstones
of the GEFU product philosophy are appreciated not only by culinary artists but also by the industry’s
most important juries and in the awarding of coveted innovation and design prizes.
The list of the award-winning GEFU kitchen tools is long and rich in Red Dot awards and national
and international distinctions. People in Eslohe are paricularly proud of the fact that GEFU was chosen
as a favourite brand by German consumers.

CUSTOMERS’ FAVOURITE
Customers love GEFU and this is proven not only by the constantly
growing sales figures but also by the regular selection of GEFU
brand products as top favourites by consumers and by the several
prizes awarded for this. For example, the “KüchenInnovation des Jahres®”
(kitchen innovation of the year) consumer award which was conferred
with particular appreciation of the functionality, benefit, design and
ergonomics of GEFU kitchen tools. The people in Eslohe are also proud
of the “favourite brand” quality seal which the LifeCare foundation
awards for above-average consumer orientation and consistent brand
leadership.
GEFU is also going new ways in the areas of communication and
customer retention. The company increasingly relies on the use of social
media, such as for example Facebook, YouTube and a lot more for this.
Customers find out everything about current kitchen trends there
and they can be inspired by recipe ideas and obtain practical tips from
experienced kitchen professionals.
Anyone wishing to experience GEFU up-close and personally is very
welcome to come to the “Cookimo” brand shop at any time. Here you
can experience how the company’s kitchen tools are used in practice
and try them out yourself. GEFU also holds popular courses for culinary
artists of all ages, including children, several times a year.

TRUSTED PARTNER

“In an owner-managed enterprise, the range
is close to the boss’s heart - and this is exactly
what comes across at GEFU.“
Bernhard Klumpe

A fair and partner-style co-operation with trade is very close to GEFU’s
heart. The enterprise supports its dealers on a broad front. With innovative
products, attractive product presentations and active marketing. This makes
daily business easier for GEFU trade partners while simultaneously promoting
sales.
Direct contact to its dealers is especially important to the enterprise here. This
is felt particularly clearly whenever Rudolf Schillheim drops in personally on
retailers and takes a hands-on approach. Such as for example in the Oldenburg specialised shop “The Tafelhaus”, where Bernhard and Ulrike Klumpe

regularly invite the public to product demonstrations and cooking events.
Both owners regard GEFU as a defining component in the range they offer
because for them quality, functionality and design form a perfect triad in a
product and every range needs such products.
Rudolf Schillheim and his wife Marlene not only presented new GEFU
products whenever they called in but also answered questions asked by
curious customers while skilfully cutting and chopping at the same time.
The “Tafelhaus” team and customers were very impressed.

GEFU
MUST BE
FUN FOR
THE TRADE.

IDEAS FOR SUCCESS IN TRADE
GEFU ranks among Germany’s most innovative medium-sized companies. In the “TOP100” award, which
is the most important competition for innovation management, the enterprise gained points above all in
the area of innovation marketing because customer orientation – from product development to sales – is
accorded highest priority at GEFU.
This can be seen and felt wherever GEFU presents itself: in the emotional appeal to customers, at friendly
campaigns, at attractive fair stands, during all calls to dealers and at all training courses for dealers. The
company’s trade partners appreciate this because GEFU’s innovative marketing ideas create a genuinely positive
buying experience on the sales floor.

“	We would like to offer innovative products to our dealers,
reduce their workload, make their sales activity easier
and in doing so help to increase sales.“
Rudolf Schillheim

GEFU retailer training 2017

UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY:
High levels of pressure and mechanical stress. Oven heat and freezing

high quality standards are adhered to in every batch. At GEFU everything is of

cold. Every day, kitchen tools have to provide top performance anew, whereby

absolute top quality and our customers can rely on that.” Rudolf Schillheim As

the blades must always be sharp, the spatula shouldn’t slip and the mechanics

part of the external quality assurance, the TÜV Rheinland (product safety

must function reliably for the entire a whole service. To ensure everything stays

agency) tests GEFU products for safety, usage properties and hygiene.

that way and all products also meet the highest requirements and standards,

The TÜV awards the “LGA tested” and “LGA tested Quality” state-testing-

GEFU does not make any compromises when it comes to quality.

authority quality seals only to products which conform to the highest standards

5 YEAR GUARANTEE

and fulfil their intended purpose hundred percent.
“Quality is given top priority at GEFU. Our kitchen tools are checked constantly
even during production and they are strictly monitored by our internal quality
team after the receipt of incoming goods. Parallel to that, random samples of
products are regularly sent to special laboratories which, for example, carry
out analyses on silicone and materials for us. In this way we ensure that our

Best material, flawless manufacturing and consistent quality control
lead to a particularly high capacity to withstand heavy usage and a long
service life in the kitchen tools. For that reason GEFU grants a 5-year
guarantee on all kitchen tools, clearly recognisable by the Q5 seal on the
packaging. In this way, each customer can be sure that (s)he has acquired
a product which will reliably serve him/her in the discovery of culinary art
Internal quality assurance by GEFU‘s quality department.

for many years. Guaranteed.

INSPIRA TION
Cutting. Grating. Slicing. Moulding. Pressing. Barbecuing. Frying. Seasoning. Coﬀee
and Tea. Decorating and Serving. The clearly organised and structured theme worlds
from GEFU offer enthusiastic culinary artists just everything their hearts desire.

For each occasion and event: from Sunday brunch to a convivial barbecue, from removing
cores to preserving fruit and vegetables, from steaming to baking, from breakfast to dinner –
and from fine to coarse. In GEFU’s extensive range, enthusiastic cooks and gourmets will
not only find everything very easily and quickly but they can simultaneously get inspiration
from new ideas and theme-related possibilities.

ENJOYING
FOOD
TOGETHER
Cooking food ourselves and enjoying it is healthy,
social and appeals to all our senses. GEFU makes cooking
a pleasure because GEFU offers people everything they
need to discover their own cooking talent.

DISCOVER
YOUR CULINARY
TALENTS

Inviting friends, trying out new ingredients
and exciting recipes, being creative together:
cooking is fun. Particularly cooking with GEFU
kitchen tools. They are effortless to use, make
preparation easier and save valuable time. Time
for further exploring culinary art, time for being
together and also time for enjoying home-made
masterpieces and a good glass of wine in a
relaxed environment.

“ As regards the location, there is no more
beautiful place in Germany for me.“
Rudolf Schillheim

STRONG ROOTS
GEFU is a grounded enterprise closely connected to the region and the location
of Eslohe. It was founded here and the owner and most of the employees come from
here. From here, it was possible to continually increase sales, particularly in the past
years. In 2016, the enterprise invested in the construction of a highly modern company
headquarters in Eslohe. It simultaneously represents a commitment to the location and
a sign that strong roots and the courage to innovate in Sauerland have ensured
sustainable growth.

FAMILY FEEL

GEFU’S committed team members include Rudolf Schillheim’s wife Marlene, who runs the
Cookimo shop in Eslohe, and their sons. René Schillheim works in sales and takes care of merchandising. Daniel Schillheim is committed to purchasing and product management. It is therefore no
wonder that family values and the sense of community play an important role in the enterprise.

“For me GEFU is a large family, and for that reason sustainable company management plays
a particularly important role for us. Our employees should always be able to rely on their employer,
be proud of working for GEFU and look forward to coming to work. Anyone who has an issue to discuss
may knock on my door without making a special appointment. That is not only much more personal;
it also makes us much faster.“
Rudolf Schillheim

SUCCESSFUL TEAM

It is said that success has many fathers. It is not only necessary to have the right product but again and again to be lucky
enough to do the right thing at the right time. That only works however if there is a motivated and competent team at the
ready. A team which gives its all and works hard but has fun at the same time. Just like the GEFU team.
A genuine team spirit is experienced throughout the company, starting with administration, continuing through sales and
marketing and extending to the logistics department. One can really sense the pride in what has been achieved together,
the loyalty to the brand and the desire to do everything to continue GEFU’s success and dynamic growth.

GROWING TOGETHER

GEFU is on a course of growth and creates new workplaces for creative minds that are interested
in change and enjoy new challenges. The enterprise offers interesting fields of activity, equality of
opportunity, all possibilities of further personal development and a high degree of job security. A noticeably
pleasant working climate prevails at GEFU and great importance is attributed to TEAMWORK everywhere.
Anyone who has good ideas, the courage to act on his/her own responsibility and a desire to be among
great colleagues will find just the right employer at GEFU in the green heart of well-forested Sauerland.

LIVING THE BRAND

“ We live our brand. This is also evident in our new main
building here on top of the mountain, where it is visible
from afar as the entrance gate to the GEFU brand world.
We wish to use it to create a home for our employees, a place
which breathes creativity and where people work happily.“
Rudolf Schillheim

AN ASSURED STYLE
At GEFU, the company lives and loves its brand and this is palpable
everywhere: from the high-quality kitchen tools, continuing with emotional
communication and extending to the presentation of goods at the points
of sale. In the new construction of the company headquarters a conscious
decision was made to ensure that everything inside and outside was perfectly
consistent with the GEFU brand, with its timeless design, clear lines, clear
shapes and great love of detail.

DESIGNING THE
FUTURE OURSELVES
“We have the ideas, courage, strength and optimum
conditions for a long continuation of our success history.
And it is simply an incredible amount of fun. For that reason,
I do everything in my power to ensure that we remain
independent and that GEFU can continue to shape its future
itself.“
Rudolf Schillheim

GEFU GmbH
Braukweg 28
59889 Eslohe
GERMANY
Tel.: + 49 2973 9713 - 0
Fax: + 49 2973 9713 - 55
www.gefu.com

